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Bob Nersesian is an attorney in Las Vegas, and has represented advantage players and other

casino customers to win numerous lawsuits against casinos.
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Beat the Players by Bob Nersesian, a Nevada lawyer who represents advantage players against the

casinos, starts his preface with three stingingly dramatic words, "Nevada hates you...." - and the rest

of the book attempts to prove why those three words have the ring of truth.The casinos of Las

Vegas, and by extension, the casinos throughout the United States have a love-hate relationship

with their players. Most casino players don't realize this since most casino players are only thinking

about one-half of the casino equation - the half they are on.The casinos love the losers - who make

up maybe 99.99+ percent of all the players, whose towering losses make casino gambling a

multi-billion dollar industry - but the casinos hate the advantage players, those Davids who by skill

and intellect have found ways to turn the tables on the casino Goliaths, beating those monstrous



Goliaths at their own games. Goliaths don't like to lose to slingshot carrying Davids - that is for

sure.Nersesian's book goes through many of his cases, as well as other cases, where advantage

players were mistreated and at times abused by casino security and even law enforcement

personnel - even though these players were doing nothing illegal. Sadly casinos can ask players to

stop playing and/or leave their properties even though the players are doing nothing illegal but the

casino personnel are often not content to just do this - as the book brutally shows.You'll read about

phony charges of players cheating which are totally discredited by the security cameras; phony

"eye-witness" reports that are totally discredited by the security cameras; and depositions where the

security personnel and the police offer explanations that would be very funny in a National Lampoon

movie, but are downright terrifying when you realize these are being made to hurt honest America

citizens doing nothing wrong. Imagine a hero who fought for America in our wars; or one who

rushed into the World Trade Center in New York after the terrorist attack to save those poor souls

trapped therein, being told he can't play in an American casino because "you are too good" or,

worse, being escorted to or being dragged into the "backroom" to be illegally detained. Disgraceful

but it has happened - far too frequently.The book is an eye-opener and a page-turner from start to

finish. If you are a card counter, a shuffle tracker, a hole card catcher, or dice controller; even if you

are only a smart casino gambler taking your best shot at the house - this book makes for

enlightening and frightening reading.Nersesian has done all of us who love to play the casino

games a great service by showing us what has happened to some of our unfortunate fellows who

have the temerity to be "too good."

I loved this book so much I bought it twice (once on iPad, now in physical book form). As an

attorney and as a gambler, I'm fascinated by gambling and the law. Nersesian is a legal genius and

I've read and re-read this book. Likely I'll never get in trouble in a casino, mainly because I don't

count cards. But it is legal and for those that do count cards, they need to know their rights. I've

referenced this book and its cases in many stories at a Blackjack table with friends. You DO NOT

need to be an attorney or a professional advantage player to enjoy this book.

Good book on the legality issues surrounding Blackjack players and the laws regarding casinos and

playing. I have had issues myself due to excessive wins - this book would have helped me deal with

the situation better.

As noted by several reviewers, this book is a "must read" for anyone that visits casinos frequently.



Nersesian really lays out the key elements of gambling laws, clarifying its most relevant aspects to

the player and, most important, provides first-person insights into how that law is interpreted (in the

majority of cases) to benefit the casinos and not the patrons (players). As a blackjack player, I

learned a great deal about what my rights are constitutionally if ever confronted by casino security

personnel. Nersesian's advice to both the casinos and the players is right on the money. It was

fascinating to see how even the people that are supposed to know the law (i.e., cops, casino

security personnel), are actually quite ignorant of it and are willing to write false reports to make the

story fit their desired outcome. As Frank Scoblete aptly noted, "The book is an eye-opener and a

page-turner from start to finish."

Offers an intriguing, informed look at what goes on in two key behind-the-scenes areas of a casino:

the camera room and the back room. A useful reference for any gambler going to Las Vegas.

Good read a little too much emphasis on the legalities. Lots of legal references.

A must if you plan to be a high roller at Vegas casinos

The book was what is was advertised to be and in the condition described. shipping charge was

fine; shipping time was a little long
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